INTRODUCTION
Electrical soundings are usually used for overburden thickness estimation. Since a classical elecirical sounding (herein called «complete sounding ») involves at least ten or a dozen points, vast area surveying requires an important amount of time on the field.
Here, we study the possibility to reduce an electrical sounding to only three measurements (we cali it the « 3-point method »), but which provide the same information as would be obtained from a complete sounding.
THEORY
Assuming a two-layer model applies, it is theoretically possible to retrieve two resistivities and one thickness (i.e. 3 parameters p 1 , P2' and b), from only three independent apparent resistivity measurements. These usually correspond to three electrode spacings. In this study, we use the Wenner array but other arrays could altematively be chosen .With this array, the 3 electrode spacings are a1 = a / k, a2 = a0 and a3 = k a0, where k is a given factor supposed to be larger than 1 and where a0 is taken as a reference value. Figure 1 illustrates this configuration.
PARAMETERS CHOICE
Intuitively, the central difficulty of the method lies in the choice of the parameters a 0 and k relative to the field features. Indeed, to define a0, one must take account of the depth of the interface, and k should depend on the resistivity ratio P2' P1• To reach an efficient inversion, a0 should be close to the infiexion point of the 2-layer sounding curve: a too small or too large value does not yield a good prospect of the interface depth. On the other band, k must be chosen so that the two outer measurements reach the tips of the (non-measured) resistivity sounding curve: a too small or too large k value leads to indeterminations and, moreover, are not suitable en the field. This is illustrated qualitatively in Figure 2 .
To study this problem quantitatively, we have estimated the variations of the Jacobian determinant appearing in inversions of Newton-Raphson type (Figure 3 ), to be a good criterion to estimate values for the parameters a0 and k. The more this determinant approaches zero, the less stable the inversion. Hence, the parameters must be chosen in the area where the determinant is large, but the maximum value itself would be irrelevant as the thickness and the resistivities on the field are variable. Figure 3 shows plots obtained for a thickness of 1 m, and p2/pi ratios of 10, 5, 1/10 and 1/5, which are values commonly encountered. According to these plots and for a relatively conductive superficial layer, 4<a 0 <6 and k>8 seem to be adequate values for mapping thicknesses of about 1 m for a resistivity contrast near 5.
FIELD EXAMPLE
To validate the method, we have performed a set of electrical complete soundings in an area where limestone is the normal country rock with an overburden ground thickness ranging from a few decimeters to about 2 meters. Figure 5 -d shows the location of these soundings on a pole-pole resistivity map realised with a 0.5 m electrode spacing and a 0.5 x 0.5 m gridding.
Then we have interpreted those soundings according to a two-layer model, first with the classical method, that is, by means of «master curves » with the whole set of apparent resistivity measurements for each complete sounding, and second, independently, by using the «3-point method » , that is, for each of these sotmdings, by inverting only the three resistivity values, measured for the electrode spacing a1 a0 / k, a2 a0 and a3 k a0.
The choice of a0 and k requires a previous estimation of both resistivity ratio and thickness. As the latter is variable in space (from point to point), it is judicious to choose a representative value of the mean estimated thickness and of the Wenner array investigation depth. In nearby trenches dug for archaeological investigation, this mean thickness was about 1 m, and the resistivity contrast did not exceed a factor of 10. The best parameter values would thus seem to be a )=5 and k=S (cf. figure 3) , but in practice, the estimation of the mean thickness and resistivity ratio may be of much lower quality. Hence, to simulate a more realistic case, we purposely chose values of a0=2 and k=5, outside the optimum area of the determinant. Figure 5 summarises the resuits obtained both with the « 3-point inversion method» (schemes bi to biO) and with classical one (schemes al to alO), shown together for comparison. Differences in resuits, are virtually negligible, thereby showing that the « 3-point method» is a satisfactory altemative to complete sounding.
EXTENSION: BAYESIAN APPROACH
We also applied a Bayesian approach to invert the «3-point » data. Figure 4 -b shows the results obtained for sounding n°8. Despite the unfavourable values chosen for a 0 and k, the 2-layer parameters are well deterinined. Nowever, for a few other soundings, especially when the overburden thickness is far from the mean value a priori expected, one or two of the parameters are less well constrained, as illustrated on figure 4-a for sounding n° i.
CONCLUSION
The «3-point method» presented here is a suitable procedure to map the overburden thickness and resistivities for a 2-layer model, once relevant values for the geometric parameters a0 and k have been obtained from a few complete soundings, or else.
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